Keys To Heaven's Economy: An Angelic Visitation From The Minister Of Finance
The Lord's audible voice filled the room, introducing the angel standing before me: "Welcome the Minister of Finance for the kingdom." So begins Shawn Bolz's visitations from heaven's minister of finance, who reveals God's divine strategy to reshape the earth, of which you are an essential part. God is releasing finances and resources to those who are ready to receive it and give Jesus Christ his full reward and inheritance in our age. Just as God held nothing back from Solomon, who longed to build a temple for God on earth, God will spare no expense in building us, his temple, for the sake of his Son. The Father is ready to transfer heaven's resources to his kingdom on earth. Are you ready to open the door to the One who is the master of all financial keys—Jesus? Learn how to position yourself to:
- Receive your full inheritance,
- Understand the economy and justice of heaven,
- Receive the anointing of heaven, and
- Walk in heaven's favor.
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The Lord's audible voice filled the room, introducing the angel standing before me: "Welcome the Minister of Finance for the kingdom." So begins Shawn Bolz's visitations from heaven's minister of finance, who reveals God's divine strategy to reshape the earth, of which you are an essential part. God is releasing finances and resources to those who are ready to receive it and give Jesus Christ his full reward and inheritance in our age. Just as God held nothing back from Solomon, who longed to build a temple for God on earth, God will spare no expense in building us, his temple, for the sake of his Son. The Father is ready to transfer heaven's resources to his kingdom on earth. Are you ready to open the door to the One who is the master of all financial keys—Jesus? Learn how to position yourself to:
- Receive your full inheritance,
- Understand the economy and justice of heaven,
- Receive the anointing of heaven, and
- Walk in heaven's favor.
Kindle as I am going to read it again.

I like this book a lot! It was use for my Wagner Leadership Institute marketplace or WLIM. We have other books that my teacher told us to read and each of them are great. This book is special, it has revelation that encourage me to go through my season with God and hold on. Many books will say or translate the vision from the writer but not many have bible verse backing each and every testimony or vision. THIS book does! I encourage anyone who are in a season of transition or called into the marketplace to read this. Even if you don have your own business the lesson applies to personal lifestyle.

I have taught from this book, and had the students purchase it so they could have it for reference shelves in their homes. It's biblically based, sound in the biblical principles, and an eye opener for those who aren't being taught in their churches about angles and the roles they play in our lives. Shawn Boltz is now a world renown conference speaker, and has a very active ministry in California. The book is easy to read, fascinating, gripping, and worth your time.

I bought this book after watching Shawn Bolz share the Word of God on YouTube and being impressed with what I heard. This book is even more impressive. I'm preparing to lead a team of youth into a restricted country to do missions work, and we are in need of additional finances to get the job done. Reading this book has increased my faith and confidence in God's faithfulness to meet our every need extravagantly. This book came at just the right time!

Shawn Bolz’s book “Keys to Heaven’s Economy” is an interesting read. I have to admit, as I began reading the book my initial thought was, “yeah right!” However, I am learning to set personal judgments aside in order to learn what the Lord might have to say to me. Therefore, I continued to read the book to discover Shawn’s experience. After finishing the book, I believe Shawn to be truthfully revealing his experience in the Lord as best as he is able. Undoubtedly, heavenly things would be beyond our ability to comprehend fully. Ezekiel did his best to explain what he saw while sitting at the Kebar River. John did his best to explain what he saw in his visions found in Revelation. The bottom line and my takeaway from the book is that heaven has vast resources that we in the body of Christ must learn to accommodate for the Kingdom’s sake. God has made these provisions and they away our facilitation. I would recommend this book as one that will both stretch an stir faith.
Shawn Bolz has a strong accurate track record in hearing from the Lord. What is written here is scripturally backed and revelation packed. Truly not from the mind of men, the truths revealed in these pages reach the spirit within.

I can see God working in my life and the life of the working group I am a part of. I am excited to know Gods plans and find the keys and resources he has set aside for me and us to unlock for his glory and the further of his kingdom. Thank you God.

This was an awesome and inspiring book. As many others have stated, it does provide revelation about the blueprint of Heaven's economy and how it should be demonstrated as a reflection on earth through us God's children. Could write so much more... Thank you Shawn
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